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to use with application to reads clearly and unambiguously such constructs are common in scientific writing if you were to use an application it would suggest slightly a
focus on one specific area tl dr use whichever you like but don t spent too much time thinking about any potential semantic difference for the most part there isn t one
edit singular or plural the construction subject text with application s to associated subject s is relatively formal you can apply with the click of a mouse you can
apply with a printed application you can apply with a program like compass or a service like monster the correct usage for the three examples given above winston is
applying to the teaching program at harvard when to is used that makes interactive media the direct object something someone external applies eye tracking to interactive
media when you use in that means interactive media is an adverbial you apply eye tracking apply for meaning try to obtain a certain job or place on a course etc she
applied for the position of transport manager various art courses apply to means put in your application forms etc to a certain establishment company she applied to
walmart and daimler benz high quality example sentences with with applications to in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you
to write better in english apply on is a term used to mean place on the surface of e g one applies a bandage on their skin x applies to y means x has to do with y in
regard to relating topics so you want to use to edit singular or plural the construction subject text with application s to associated subject s is relatively formal
still format but imho slightly less so with reference to never pluralised with application to is correct and can be used in written english it is used to refer to a
specific context or to introduce an example related to the topic being discussed example with application to what we have discussed let s look at an example of how this
works in practice rules and examples rule use apply to to say where you are applying and use apply for to say the purpose of your application example you could apply to
the hospital send your cv and apply for a job incorrect i will apply for another university if i don t get accepted by my first choice can somebody advise me when if i
could use application to and application for for instance i am gonna use it in a title like this applications to graduate business programs application on would be used
for physically sticking something onto something else e g smooth application of stickers on stucco walls is nearly impossible most other pairings of application and on
are incidental application to is used when referring to the act of applying something to a specific situation or purpose while application in is used when referring to
the use or implementation of something within a specific context when we talk about an application in the context of language it refers to using a word or phrase in a
specific way to convey meaning in this guide we will explore how to construct example sentences with the word application to enhance your writing and communication skills
app and application are two terms that in years past have been used interchangeably to refer to computer programs in windows 10 the difference between them has become
significant find 68 different ways to say application along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com applications are pieces of software that
enable a user to perform certain tasks on a computer or mobile device all computers and mobile devices contain preloaded or built in applications such as a web browser
calculator and media player press and hold anywhere on a home screen page then tap the page dots at the bottom of the screen all your pages appear the ones you show have
a checkmark beneath them hidden ones do not check the following webpages show degree programs conducted entirely in english at utokyo for details on each program please
contact the relevant department to officially ask for something 申し込む 申請する 応募する i ve applied for a job to affect a particular person or situation 適用する 当てはまる this law only
applies to married people to spread something on a surface ペンキや接着剤など を塗る apply the paint to a clean dry surface
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to use with application to reads clearly and unambiguously such constructs are common in scientific writing if you were to use an application it would suggest slightly a
focus on one specific area

word usage choosing between with applications to and
Apr 25 2024

tl dr use whichever you like but don t spent too much time thinking about any potential semantic difference for the most part there isn t one edit singular or plural the
construction subject text with application s to associated subject s is relatively formal

apply to apply for and apply with daily writing tips
Mar 24 2024

you can apply with the click of a mouse you can apply with a printed application you can apply with a program like compass or a service like monster the correct usage for
the three examples given above winston is applying to the teaching program at harvard

word choice applications in vs applications to english
Feb 23 2024

when to is used that makes interactive media the direct object something someone external applies eye tracking to interactive media when you use in that means interactive
media is an adverbial you apply eye tracking

prepositions apply to vs apply for an opportunity
Jan 22 2024

apply for meaning try to obtain a certain job or place on a course etc she applied for the position of transport manager various art courses apply to means put in your
application forms etc to a certain establishment company she applied to walmart and daimler benz

with applications to english examples in context ludwig
Dec 21 2023

high quality example sentences with with applications to in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english
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prepositions expression application to or application
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apply on is a term used to mean place on the surface of e g one applies a bandage on their skin x applies to y means x has to do with y in regard to relating topics so
you want to use to

choosing between with applications to and with application
Oct 19 2023

edit singular or plural the construction subject text with application s to associated subject s is relatively formal still format but imho slightly less so with
reference to never pluralised

with application to english examples in context ludwig
Sep 18 2023

with application to is correct and can be used in written english it is used to refer to a specific context or to introduce an example related to the topic being
discussed example with application to what we have discussed let s look at an example of how this works in practice

apply to vs apply for virtual writing tutor blog
Aug 17 2023

rules and examples rule use apply to to say where you are applying and use apply for to say the purpose of your application example you could apply to the hospital send
your cv and apply for a job incorrect i will apply for another university if i don t get accepted by my first choice

application to vs for wordreference forums
Jul 16 2023

can somebody advise me when if i could use application to and application for for instance i am gonna use it in a title like this applications to graduate business
programs

application on vs application in wordreference forums
Jun 15 2023

application on would be used for physically sticking something onto something else e g smooth application of stickers on stucco walls is nearly impossible most other
pairings of application and on are incidental
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application to or application in textranch
May 14 2023

application to is used when referring to the act of applying something to a specific situation or purpose while application in is used when referring to the use or
implementation of something within a specific context

application in a sentence examples 21 ways to use application
Apr 13 2023

when we talk about an application in the context of language it refers to using a word or phrase in a specific way to convey meaning in this guide we will explore how to
construct example sentences with the word application to enhance your writing and communication skills

what s the difference between an app and application
Mar 12 2023

app and application are two terms that in years past have been used interchangeably to refer to computer programs in windows 10 the difference between them has become
significant

68 synonyms antonyms for application thesaurus com
Feb 11 2023

find 68 different ways to say application along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

what are applications with types and differences indeed
Jan 10 2023

applications are pieces of software that enable a user to perform certain tasks on a computer or mobile device all computers and mobile devices contain preloaded or built
in applications such as a web browser calculator and media player

where did that app go how to find a missing app macworld
Dec 09 2022

press and hold anywhere on a home screen page then tap the page dots at the bottom of the screen all your pages appear the ones you show have a checkmark beneath them
hidden ones do not check
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degree programs offered in english website for
Nov 08 2022

the following webpages show degree programs conducted entirely in english at utokyo for details on each program please contact the relevant department

apply translate english to japanese cambridge dictionary
Oct 07 2022

to officially ask for something 申し込む 申請する 応募する i ve applied for a job to affect a particular person or situation 適用する 当てはまる this law only applies to married people to
spread something on a surface ペンキや接着剤など を塗る apply the paint to a clean dry surface
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